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1. Introduction 

Since the earlier history of humanity Self-image always get immense attention as the aesthetic 
sense of human understood evolution. The historical evidence of surviving self-images has evolved 
from eminent Rome and Greek civilizations as we may expect but is traced back to historic Egypt; 
An ancient society that entirely focused on the worship of gods and their representatives on this 
planet. The concept of self-image evolved throughout this long period. It got a significant 
breakthrough when the traditional camera was invented and industrialized. Again, self-image gained 
phenomenal prominence and growth when smartphones and the internet have connected with 
advanced communication networks. Contemporary self-image has achieved many dynamic 
properties as it exists in the era of modern society and evolved within the progression of new 
technologies. 

During the venture of exploring the self-images in the historical and current scenario, I found its 
strong linkage with our internal self (identity), as well as the complexities of the digital and visual 
culture of contemporary society. I found that all these elements are interconnected with the fibers of 
all these elements of society, culture, arts, and other elements of our social ecology, which creates a 
sophisticated beauty, and I am lost into it. According to McLuhan's media theory, a self-portrait's 
cultural value depends on the sociological scenario, where it has come into being. 

The self-portrait in the modern network culture is a digital image of a smartphone, distributed 
through social-networking internets. The creation of a smartphone self-portrait is an art or craft 
which is neither highly praised nor valued in a societal environment where methods of production 
and distribution are broadly accessible and no longer a unique piece of creative skills. Nevertheless, 
this society places excellent social and cultural importance of the culture of celebrities and 
influential peoples. I find myself lost in self-portraiture and phonemicization of SELF during this 
exploration; so, I indulge in this study about this act of self-representation and the motivations 
behind it. 
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Self is still a complex phenomenon; I have hardly scratched the self-representation realm's 
surface. I will remain fascinated by the representation of identity; this phenomenon allows me to 
continue to explore more about self, which exists in a society based on contemporary technological 
advancement. In this attempt, I am going to find the roots in ancient history and culture and 
elaborate its significance in current society. We will dig down the history from ancient Egyptian and 
Greek civilizations mythological but significant self-images to today's contemporary Selfies [1] 

The historical evidence of surviving self-images has evolved from eminent Rome and Greek 
civilizations as we may expect but is traced back to historic Egypt; An ancient society that entirely 
focuses the worship of gods and their representatives on this planet. During the earlier period of 
history, images were mainly used for communicating, and most important events were recorded, and 
also, the notable personalities engage in them; extensive portraits were associated with pharaohs, 
their Gods and Deities. Through generic representations of their professions, laborers and people 
from lower-status were displayed. Unless they were of supreme importance, it was a sporadic 
display of any other class of society. One of the first men to produce a self-portrait was Bak, a 
sculptor to pharaoh Akhenaten. He successfully enhanced his position from an ordinary laborer to an 
Art-Creator by carving his portrait on a stela, a respected figure in the pharaoh [2]. Between 1353 
and 1336 BC, Akhenaten ruled Egypt. He imposed his supremacy to Aten's glory, The sun disk, also 
renew the concurrence of their traditions on the national level. 

In honor of Aten, who made life possible, he wanted to be surrounded by expressive and natural 
visuals [3]. He found it in newly discovered curved sculpture and carved family panoramas [4]. In 
this regard, Akhenaten was willing to create artwork that engraving round another of Bak's portrait 
reveals "techniques of making Art," possibly signifying as a source of inspiration in terms of making 
new kind of illustration, instructed by the pharaoh. The confident presence of self-portrait stelae 
indicates that Bak's work was widely admired that his status was almost equal to that of Akhenaten, 
his family, and their God. In ancient Egypt, the practice of self-portrait was different from that in the 
European Renaissance, founded on humanism's values. 

The concept of individualism in the context of self-image is comparatively new as it was in 
renaissance-era, which was assumed the Only creator is God as in the Middle Ages. Celebration of 
the Human's creative ability encouraged creators to consider themselves as an artist and Human, 
themes instead of subjected as religion [5]. 

The idea of Humanistic Ideology denotes that the current theory of society and theories from the 
15th to the 17th century. In the popularity of pagan classics, there was a resurgence, these both 
engendered and increased interest in ideas of secularism, enjoyment of worldly pleasures. Above all, 
this idea reinforced the declaration of individual expression and personal autonomy [6]. The 
negative impacts of Bubonic Plague disheartened their believers. There was an influx of economic 
growth due to trade in areas governed by more about wealth than Christianity. That idea brings 
uncertainty to religion's influence, and humanism has become a fascinating option. It put 
Renaissance artists between two worlds; the Christian order created, and humanism's evolving 
liberation. Both would play a significant role in self-portrait's evolution [7]. 

2. Theorical Framework  

2.1. Self-Reflection as A Self-Image 

A mirror is a critical tool in self-portraits development, enabling artists to examine and copy their 
reflection. Mirrors like stagnant water, glazed rock, and mate have existed since ancient times [8]. 
Most hypotheses about the emergence of self-image in the Renaissance mention the manufacture of 
smooth Venetian glass Mirrors for a cause. Still, until the late seventeenth century, they were tiny 
and expensive. Before that, many artists used the metal-backed convex glass mirrors-a technique 
established in the Middle Ages [9].  

Throughout religious texts on self-improvement, the idea of the mirror was also favored; 
according to concepts throughout St. Augustine's writings, every living thing represents the GOD 
and its spirit. The level of transparency of the mirror depends on the ' chain of being ' on the scale; in 
I Corinthians 13:12 Virgin Mary is considered a "clean glass-mirror [9]. Looking into the glass-
mirror, either it's real or metaphorical, is considered a prospect to recognize one's virtues, so. One 
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can make self-improvement, be nearer to God. The same kind of religious teachings can be found in 
the preaching of Plato and Socrates, about the mirror as a method of self-understanding.  

Throughout history, Mirrors were invented to enable man to self-awareness, resulting in gaining 
several benefits from it: firstly, self-knowledge; second, self-knowledge in many dimensions. The 
beautiful person, not necessarily to be legendary. The ugly person, to realize this virtue must 
compensate for what he lacks in physical appearance. 

Always a young person, still remembered by the youth of him, considered to be the time of real 
deeds and bold acts, the older man must feel about the thought related to end-of-life. That's why 
nature has given us the chance to see each other. A transparent source of water or a glazed rock 
reflects its image to every individual [10]. The Seneca claimed that there was a rational 
interpretation of physical experience. Glasses and mirrors were promoted as apparatuses of 
observing the self with these two theories. It wasn't until the emergence of humanism that self-
portrait will be famous in that era. 

2.2. Self-Image and the Renaissance Era 

Started in the late 1300s in Florence, the Italian Renaissance was the time of a significant cultural 
change. Florence was ruled under democracy, not by empire; there were so many other European 
small countries, which permitted wealthy traders and further people to gain prominence, such as the 
Medici family. Because of this economic system, Florence's leading figures have the resources to 
contract wealthy works of art, which would be a homage to their richness. With the growing 
influence of humanism, this rise in patronage formed a lively and vivid environment for artists of 
that time [11]. Meanwhile, Italy's ideas were not spread to the north side until around the 1500s. At 
that time, other Europe already had their cultural Renaissance.  

An eye for details, self-expression, and other exemplary method and color created those artworks 
as a desired of, especially those of renowned artist Jan van Eyck. In the religious commissioned 
artwork of Van Eyck, especially Ghent Altarpiece, that's considered a significant landmark to 
Western Renaissance art's" modern realism [12]. Van Eyck also recognized by promoting Oil Paint 
usage, producing a vivid medium that prominent physical features like skin, hair, and cloths in his 
paintings. His painting “portrait of the man in Turban” was believed to be the first self-portrait in the 
west since ancient times, although there is doubt about whether the topic was Van Eyck since there 
was no depiction to demonstrate it. On the surrounding picture, however, there is a faux-gravure 
pointing to personal expression. 

"As I can" was written on the frame in Greek letter, and considered be the signature sentence of 
van Eyck, It is stated as a trick on Text, signifying its technological ability, I do the best what I can” 
also its nickname with a beautiful expression" As only Ayck Can" [13]. Van Eyck’s self-portraiture, 
as a masterpiece of Renaissance art, supported artists ' rising status in the 15th century. As one of the 
most sought-after artists of his country, German painter Albrecht Durer also gained attention. From 
a young age, Durer developed many self-portraits, either as physical experiments or as gifts to his 
friends [14].  

Durer was shocked by the special status awarded to the artists when he traveled to Italy in 1494 
to research their art style. He wrote to his friend in a letter: How will I freeze by this heat! I'm a 
nobleman here, but a bloodsucker at home [15]. His self-portrait took a new course when he 
returned to Germany. He started to depict himself in glamorous, luxurious clothing and stiff poses, 
inspired by the social status of Italian painters. Durer completed a self-portrait in 1500 that violated 
contemporary art's constraints. The way Durer has put himself is the most confrontational aspect of 
this work. Addressing his audience with eyes, it is portrayed by a style reserved absolutely for Jesus 
Christ photographs. Durer makes many references to an artist's instruments with this blatant 
assertion of strength and divinity. His right hand's prominence alludes to a painter's working hand, 
and the positioning of eye-level golden inscriptions directs the audience [16]. Durer introduces 
himself as the artist-creator with this self-portrait, a divine picture-maker just as God made man in 
his image. Alternatively, Durer takes his place beyond a tribute to God. As art historian Joseph 
Koerner says, "Dürer's is not anything we see in a Dürer" [17]. The Self-portraiture in this section 
are connected with a common theme of self-representation in the Art-history. Each artwork was 
created by the motivation that "want to portray the artist in a high-status position. In the beginning, 
this status was connected to religious hierarchy, later with the advent of humanism; it came to be an 
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exploration of self-exploration and self-worth. It evolved during the Renaissance to show the artist's 
masterful imagination and significance to society.  

Later I was revealed that it is not only for self-portraits but also for contemporary selfies; this as 
an underlying theme.  Even if the social perspective has altered and media production has 
disconnected the network-culture, this basic desire for publicity and influence will remain the main 
point in the self-centered portrait of the contemporary era. 

3. Method 

This manuscript is the result of library research is a type of qualitative research that is generally 
carried out by not plunging into the field in search of data sources. Literature research can also be 
interpreted as research carried out based only on written works, including research results that have 
been or have not been published. 

Literature research is a method of searching, collecting, and analyzing data sources to be 
processed and presented in the form of a Literature Research report [18]. The methods used in this 
library research include; (1) Keyword search: Search for relevant keywords in catalogs, indexes, 
search engines, and full-text sources. This is useful for narrowing the search to a specific subject 
title and finding sources that are not captured under the relevant subject heading. To effectively 
search a database, start by searching for Keywords, find relevant records, and then find a suitable 
Subject Title. In the search engine, include many keywords to narrow the search and carefully 
evaluate what you see. 

(2) Subject search: Subject titles (sometimes called Descriptors) are special terms or phrases that 
are used consistently by online or print indexes to describe books or journal articles. This applies to 
library catalogs as well as many other library databases. (3) Search for the latest books and scientific 
reports: In directories and databases, sort by the newest date and look for books from scientific 
magazines and articles from scientific journals—the further the source, the more references, and the 
latest quotes. 

   (4) Search for citations in scientific sources: Track references, footnotes, endnotes, quotes, etc. 
in relevant reading. Search for a particular book or journal in the library catalog. This technique 
helps you become part of a scientific conversation about a specific topic. Search through published 
bibliographies (including sets of footnotes in relevant subject documents) [19]. References published 
on certain subjects often include sources that were missed through other types of searches. The 
Bibliography is the subject title in the catalog, so a quest guided by Bibliography as your subject and 
topic as a keyword will help you find it. 

Search through people's sources (whether through verbal contact, email, etc.). People are often 
more willing to help than you think. Such people are, for example, professors or librarians with 
relevant knowledge. Systematic exploration, especially full-text sources arranged in groupings of 
subjects that can be predicted. The library organizes books by topic, with similar books kept 
together. Exploring stacks is an excellent way to find similar books; however, in large libraries, 
some books are not in the main stack, so use the catalog. 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1. Self-Portraiture and Photography 

Since the 17th century, the Camera Obscura had been used by artists and was modified by 
Nicephore Niepce to produce the first portrait, just after the discovery of photosensitive paper [20]. 
He continued his experiments of affixing the images, later started working with Luis DaguerreHe 
was doing successful experiments called the daguerreotype, just four years after the death of Niepce. 
Unless the original was re-photographed, a daguerreotype was unable to replicate similar to the 
creation of artworks. William Henry Fox Talbot was another prominent figure in the development of 
photography, who was trying to master these techniques, by using negative photography image. He 
gets to know that Photographic images are "Brushes of God" [21]. After several copies, re-copying 
from this process, it deteriorated the image quality. Such early photographic experiments on the 
basis, which our current capturing technology is based. While photography is lightweight, accurate, 
and perfect, there is necessarily a combination of incident, detail, aesthetic, and most of the Human 
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Elements. That's likely because it’s visual arts blends very well and it was not used just as a 
scientific resource.  

Since the 1840s, artists have created "illegitimate offspring of the camera and the brush" by 
capturing and replicating arrangements from Arts through the lenses [21]. Delacroix started to use 
photos as a foundation for his paintings, enabling a previously unseen level of detail. It has been a 
healthy development, and photography is now intimately connected to Arts [22]. Over time, the 
technology of photography continues to revolutionize all how photographs could be made. The 
development of celluloid film-roll has played a significant role in creating an affordable and 
compact film camera [23]. There was a groundbreaking development of the world's first digital 
camera in 1975 by the company proclaimed a new era of photography. Frontiers are still widening 
with the invention of the smartphone [24]. 

The scenario of the Self-portraiture drastically changes when self-portrait is introduced to 
Photographic technologies. At a glance, the change of the medium appears discreet, like before, only 
a segment of the self-portraiture comprise a visible indication to the medium. In that situation, only 
characteristics of the profession are merely altered to suit the new medium: the traditional painting 
brushed has transformed into the camera [25], so that self-reflective node is reduced just imagery. 
The change brought about by photography goes further. On the one hand, the automatic inscription 
of visual realism on the image-sensitive film expresses the artist's intentions and loosens the self-
portrait's relationship to self-production [26]. The portrayed person's operation of the shutter release 
is no longer considered compulsory. Making a photographic self-portrait is not so much a case of 
looking at oneself — or, more specifically, an "intermediate visual image" of oneself (Wilson 
2012)—but one of manipulating the picture by posing, conceiving the composition, and — again — 
deciding to mark a photo as a self-portraiture. In the same vein, Martin Parr attaches the title auto-
portrait to a photo book that collects portraits that professional photographers have taken on behalf 
of Parr in tourist spots around the globe [27]. On the other hand, Ilse Bing's Self-Portrait with Leica 
from 1931, 20 uses the mechanical image production of photography with the opposite purpose. 
Using a refined mirror arrangement, bing succeeds in pictorially stating that the person behind the 
camera is shown in the image [28]. 

We see both the artist's eyes and the camera's "head" within the situation of Bins self-portrait: it's 
a kind of dual self-portrait. That understanding, which shows the camera produced a real 
resemblance to its actual image, acts as an assurance that it's an exact resemblance of the artist's 
face.  At the same time, the person using the photography medium and the person are both reflected. 
By attaching the likeness of Bing to a photography device used to capture the self-portrait, the visual 
image inferred that we saw a self-portrait. In case if we don't know the person in the picture, and 
don't have access to the title, we can understand that we are interacting with a representation which 
produced jointly by the represented person and the camera. The photographic camera does not 
require any particular effort to express itself in the course of depicting itself. Therefore, photography 
is not only symbolically represented as an attribute by the lens, but the optical installation is 
intended to show the person in self-portrait is also the photographer to has triggered the remote 
shutter release of the camera. The mirror shows the direction the reflective light takes to the camera 
lens. An optical reflection alternative is a recurring form used by both amateur and Professional 
Photographers. Remarkable setups such as Bing's used, can be used without as any mirroring surface 
can also do the same function, can show the camera and photographer both. Incase if cameras and 
photographers are reflected accidentally, the effect can happen [29]. The reflective mirror allows the 
camera to turn its attention towards the camera and the viewer – where the picture produced and also 
extend the point of view to space usually has to stay outside [30]. 

One of the most popular ways to produce a self-timer digital self-portrait is the remote shutter 
release, and only the latter's reverse image has this ability [31]. It is impossible to determine if a self-
timer was used or whether someone else was operating the camera, just looking at the snapshot. 
Also, a self-timer's mechanical system limits the "photographer's" access. The remote shutter release 
ostentatiously held by a person in the photo may indicate who is operating the shutter's version. 
Nevertheless, because for optical reasons, the cable connection to the camera can not be wholly 
revealed, 24 it refers to the camera not so much indexically as symbolically as an attribute again. 
However, as Ingrid Hölzl has stated, the remote shutter release is insufficient to create a portrait-like 
self-portraiture [32]. 
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4.2. Smart Phone And Contemporary Selfie 

Contemporary smartphones are intentionally designed to explore the room behind the viewfinder 
that had previously been covered. It combines the front-facing camera with a display that 
photographers can see in a live image. The self-reflected selfie helps you to monitor the picture in 
the way you check a mirror. The main difference is that the selfie photographer is pressing the 
release button, and the video mirror image eternalizes a selected moment. The resulting digital 
image file is laterally correct and corresponds to the one seen by an external observer or another 
photographer. The smartphone addresses a media-specific problem of visual self-reflexivity by art 
historians Hilde van Gelder and Helen Westgeest [33]. Analog photography differentiated the 
picture's transparency from its exposure moment. Before it can be displayed, the latent and negative 
image must be created and converted into a positive image.  

The image's instant availability allows the selfie scene and its counterpart to appear together in 
the same image on display. This synchronization of the stage and its resulting image supports the 
selfie's equation with the "mirror with a memory." The subsequent practices of editing, 
contextualizing, publishing, or sharing the photographs cannot be easily captured in the same image 
as the photography medium is designed to achieve one moment in time. As a result, such activities 
make the selfie-taking genre a unique photography artifact with a contemporary approach. 

Selfies make the study of what people in a photograph want to look like because they show 
people in control of the exposure. Selfies give themselves to different readings of self-reflexivity: 
they can be viewed as individual self-reflections, they can be seen to reflect certain aspects of the 
photographic medium and its practice, and finally, these two reflections can be combined, and the 
selfie scene agent can be understood as composed of human and technological aspects. 

5. Conclusion 

Throughout the known history of humanity, Self-image always gets immense attention as 
humans' aesthetic sense got an evolution. We have explored the traces of historical evidence of 
surviving self-images that have evolved from eminent Rome and Greek civilizations. Self-Image 
history traced back to historic Egypt. The concept of self-image evolved throughout this long period. 
It got a significant breakthrough when the traditional camera was invented and industrialized. Again, 
self-image gained phenomenal prominence and growth when smartphones and the internet have 
connected with advanced communication networks. 

Contemporary self-image has achieved many dynamic properties as it exists in the era of modern 
society and evolved within the progression of new technologies. During the venture of exploring the 
self-images in the historical and current scenario, I found its strong linkage with our internal self 
(identity), as well as the complexities of the digital and visual culture of contemporary society. I 
found that all these elements are interconnected with the fibers of all these elements of society, 
culture, arts, and other elements of our social ecology, which creates a sophisticated beauty, and I 
am lost into it. 

According to McLuhan's media theory, a self-portrait's cultural value depends on the sociological 
scenario, where it has come into being. Culture of the selfie. In this attempt, I am going to finds the 
roots in ancient history and culture, elaborate its significance in current society. For this purpose, we 
will dig down the past from old Egyptian and Greek organizations mythological but significant self-
images to today's contemporary Selfies. Contemporary selfie embarks the latest technological 
advancements and dynamics of our modern society.  
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